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TUSCAN HERITAGE
TAILOR-MADE LUXURY
THE ART OF DREAMING
The future belongs to those who believe in the power of their dreams.
We at Signoria turn your dreams into reality and transform your
daily life into wonder. Dare to dream, embrace the Signoria style.

Signoria Firenze was founded in the 1930’s as a business
specialized in producing hand-crafted embroidery based
upon the original Florentine tradition.
The reputation of the Company developed
through the years, thanks to the attention to
detail, quality and design, typical features of
the Made in Italy trademark.

Thanks to the strategy of sustainable growth
carried over by the new management, today
Signoria has a well-established worldwide
distribution network.

In the 1980’s the Signoria Firenze brand
expanded into the international market yet
firmly rooted in its artisan origins.
Even today all Signoria collections are
designed, cut, sewn and packaged in our
premises in Tuscany.

The American Company Signoria LLC,
with a showroom and its flagship shop in
New York City, Customer Service in Miami
and a stocking warehouse in Greensboro, NC,
ensures quick deliveries and a high level of
attention to the customer.

In the 1990’s the creative drive and the solid
quality of Signoria Firenze allowed the
Company to expand its borders to encompass
all major world markets.

Cover: Matera collection, color 001 gold
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PLAIN & EMBELLISHED

Luxuriously soft yet simply sophisticated, the
Talamone collection is a stylish and elegant
component for your modern bedroom. It features
a beautiful simple border in contrasting color and
two embroidered lines in the same color as the
background color which is made from a warm,
silky cotton fabric.
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TALAMONE
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
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The Raffaello collection is made with 100%
Egyptian combed cotton sateen completely dyed
in Italy granting an exceptional durability. The fabric
possesses the wonderful silky touch and look that
highlights the depth and light of the color.
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RAFFAELLO
Solid sateen 300 TC
Available in 38 colors with hemstitch or simple hem.

This reversible collection is characterized by
an elegant stitching in matching color. The color
combination can be chosen among 38 colors.
Pillowcase with stitching in matching color
and applied border. Reversible duvet cover
and pillowcases.

DOUBLE
Sateen 300 TC
Available in a variety of color combinations.
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“Simplicity is the only beauty that never fades”.
This collection best represents this concept —
a simple product of great elegance, a timeless beauty
that can furnish classic and contemporary settings
with great ease. The central hemstitch and the play
of the colors of the borders make the collection
extremely refined.
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STRESA
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

This classical style, with a modern update and
a simple, unpretentious luxury, are Tivoli’s key
features. The combination of the impeccably
tailored textile elements and the fabric’s extremely
high quality are an expression of the profound
product knowledge and of Signoria’s Made in Italy
craftsmanship.

TIVOLI
Available in a variety of color combinations.
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Corso is a collection in which the simple lines
and harmonic proportions find a perfect balance.
The colors play the leading role; they have been
elegantly matched to emphasize the refined
Egyptian cotton renowned worldwide.
The colored borders are applied with passion by
skilled hands that pass on in time the uniqueness of
the Made in Italy craftsmanship.
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CORSO
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

Simple, but at the same time employing very
luxurious lines: the design is inspired by the stone
cornices that embellish the palaces of the Florentine
Renaissance, sober but at the same time elegant.
The cohesion of precious fabrics with the artistry
of our artisans, makes these products unique in the
world. The combination of modern design and the
tradition gives to the Accademia line a luxurious
look in a contemporary style suitable for furnishing
multiple environments.

ACCADEMIA
Hemstitch and two embroidery lines
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
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ORTI
Organic cotton

Solid sateen 300 TC
020 White
025 Ivory
The Orti collection is a project that stems from the
need of Signoria to pay more and more attention to
the environment through a sustainable production.
So it was that Signoria researched the roots of
Florentine textile culture until those times when
nature was the only resource for producing fabrics
and colors of unique beauty. The Orti Oricellari,
magnificent fifteenth-century Florentine gardens,
were the place where natural dyes derived from
lichens were produced and used to dye the most
luxurious fabrics.

MONDELLO
80% linen 20% cotton
001 Beige
002 Light Grey

Subtle elegance and brightness are the main features
of this collection in 600 TC sateen. Luna is refined
with a small sateen colored border finished with
an embroidered line in matching color.
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LUNA
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

Simple yet enchanting, the Mondello blanket is
a perfect bed complement. The cotton and linen
composition makes it suitable for any season
and its subtle color schemes make any other
Signoria product an easy match. Finished with
a simple hem, this blanket has at the same time
a casual and an elegant look depending on the
surrounding décor. The decorative pillowcases in
the same fabric complete the collection.
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PLATINUM
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
High quality fabrics enriched with simple and
elegant three lines embroidery available in 40 colors.
Platinum can be used as a stand alone bed
or as an alternative sheet set.

CASALE
Available in different fabrics and color combinations

The traditional three lines embroidery have been
reinterpreted with a more contemporary style
in both the shape and the design of the color
combinations. Varying colors of the embroidered
lines are matched to the diverse colors of our
300 TC Sateen Raffaello collection. The elegance in
its simplicity and the bliss in its color perfectly blend
to create this collection, quintessence of the
Made in Italy.
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PLATINUM SATEEN

Signoria reinvented the classic embroidered lines in
the Casale collection that presents five embroidered
lines in different widths and shades of colors on
plain soft fabric. Elegance and simplicity are the
main characteristics of this pattern that highlights
the perfect craftsmanship of Signoria’s creations.
The Collina collection presents the lines in different
widths but in the same color.

Available in different color combinations.
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ARNO
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
This line is charming and bold with a modern
design but at the same time with a touch of simple
elegance. Made of sateen 300 TC, it is suitable for
both classic and modern environments thanks
to its unique character.

MASACCIO STRIPED
Striped Sateen 300 TC
Available in 21 colors.
An elegant striped sateen in a wide choice of colors
that match every kind of décor.

The soft and elegant fabric is further refined and
enriched by adding a border with sateen piping.
The border matches the percale while the piping
is available in several color options to match your
décor or coordinate with our top of the bed patterns.
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LUCE
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
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ETERNITY

MAREA

Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

The Eternity embroidery has been created for those
who love subtle but at the same time strong designs.
The frescos of the Renaissance Florentine palaces
are the inspirations of this elegant collection.

The simplicity and the elegance of the Marea
embroidery reminds one of the decoration
of the Greek and Roman ancient villas.

RETRÒ

BURANO

Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

The unique Retrò embroidery by Signoria is born
from the desire of bringing the luxurious richness
of fine jewellery to the bedroom.

Elegant hemstitch finishing all around the
applied border.

ALBA
Sateen 300 TC
Available in White and Ivory.
A suitable line for a romantic décor.
Let the bedroom become a refuge where only
dreams and relaxation are in the air.
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The Soffio line is the perfect combination of Italian
craftsmanship skills and a wonderful fabric made
with the best cotton yarns in the world. This design
is unique for its lightness, style and simplicity.
Like a breath of wind, this collection will give
freshness and elegance to your home.
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SOFFIO
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

The Dimora collection is presented for those
who love sensible luxury and clean lines. The color
combination of applied borders and embroidered
lines lends elegance and highlights
the craftsmanship of this Made in Italy creation.

DIMORA
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
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ARIA
Available in different fabrics and color
combinations.
The motif of these extremely elegant bamboo
leaves offers a modern touch to this embroidery,
unique in its genre. The bamboo plant’s resistance,
the peace it transmits and at the same time its grace
are the elements that inspired the creation of Aria.
The refinement of the embroidery expresses in full
the value of the handcrafted product, symbol of the
Made in Italy trademark.

HARMONY
Available in different fabrics and color
combinations.

This line is designed for those who love to
decorate their bedroom with simplicity and
elegance. Simplicity and refinement come together
in a perfect combination to lend the bed a clean
and unique look.

CASCINA

The traditional embroidery has been redesigned
to give the product a touch of contemporaneity.
The result is a collection that satisfies both
modern and traditional tastes and adds elegance
to the bed thanks to its sinuous movement

Applied borders with embroidered lines
in matching color.
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
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ORTIGIA
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.
Applied borders with piping in matching color.
The collection Ortigia enriches our “Classic” line
of timeless creations. The play of colors, together
with the craftsmanship of the production, makes
this collection elegant, clean and sophisticated. The
quilted coverlet in the same style completes the
collection.

VALZER
The Valzer embroidery is the perfect combination
for classic and modern settings: the classic spiral
design has been updated with a contemporary
touch lending elegance and character to the
collection. This collection can be tailored in
a wide range of embroidery colors and on different
qualities of fabric.
Made with the finest sateen 1000 TC. The stunning
silky hand and the brightness of the fabric are the
result of the use of the longest-staple Egyptian cotton
and of the excellent Italian finishing techniques
Elegant hemstitch all around the flanges of the duvet
cover, the pillowcases and the flat sheet with rerturn.
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FIESOLE
Sateen 1000 TC
This luxurious model is available in
Percale 600 (Aurora collection)
and Sateen 600 (Ginevra collection).
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The Décor line reinterprets the embroidery with
a touch of contemporary style: the result is a
collection that coordinates well with both modern
and classic décors. This collection can be realized
with a wide range of colors of embroidery and on
different qualities of fabric.

DÉCOR
Available in different fabrics and color combinations.

MELODY

HELLAS

This design has been chosen from our archive
of hand-made embroideries. The sophistication
of the roses that come in succession in the motif
makes this collection very romantic. The pattern
is suitable for consumers who want to furnish
their bedroom with a romantic and light style.

This modern design is taken from the classic
Greek frets that adorned palaces and decors
for the homes. The very light motif recalls
the wave of the sea, source of inspiration
of the ancient Greeks.

All collections are available in different fabrics
and color combinations.
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GIUDECCA
The theme of the embroidery, delicate and
modern, is particularly appropriate to furnish
contemporary settings.
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A classic from Signoria, our Masaccio coverlet
collection is made with Raffaello sateen 300 TC.
encases a layer of warm polyester and overstitched
with a contemporary and timeless square design.
Symbol of versatility, Masaccio coverlet is available
in a myriad of colors. Soft, warm, light, colorful and
extremely durable, can be coordinated with any
Signoria collection. It reverses to solid percale,
has rounded corners at the bottoms side and is
finished with an elegant plain sateen border in
coordinating color.
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MASACCIO QUILT
Solid sateen 300 TC
Small squared quilted design (80 gr/sqm)
Available in 38 colors.

The luster and comfort of the Siena quilt, created
with a Sateen 300 TC, fits perfectly with any décor.
The classic channel design gives a freshness
to the quilt family and can be combined with
all Signoria creations thanks to the wide range
of colors available.

SIENA
Solid Sateen 300 TC
Filling in polyester 80 gr/sqm
Available in a variety of colors.
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The Filicudi Quilted Coverlet features a diamond
pattern on a sateen 300 TC fabric. Synonymous
with elegance, it can be done in a variety of colors.

FILICUDI
Sateen 300 TC
80 gr/sqm filling in polyester
020 White
349 Pearl
046 Flax
352 Silver Moon
025 Ivory
088 Espresso
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This new luxury quilt in solid sateen provides
warmth and comfort. Monna Lisa’s simple cross
stitch design allows it to be the perfect quilt for
any room décor.

MONNA LISA
Sateen 300 TC
120gr/sqm filling in micro-polyester
Available in 38 colors.
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CASCINA COVERLET
Sateen 300 TC
80gr/sqm filling in polyester
Available in a variety of color combinations.
Applied borders with embroidered lines
in matching color.
The simplicity and elegance of our Cascina sheets
and duvets are now translated into a coverlet
to complete the ensemble.

DOLOMITI
130x180, 80% wool 20% cashmere

This unique quilted coverlet is characterized by
a 10x10 cm quilted square design and by squared
cut corners on the bottom.

SORRISO
Sateen 300 TC
120gr/sqm filling in micro-polyester

001 Ivory/Flax
002 Ivory/Espresso
003 Ivory/Pearl
004 Pearl/Lead grey,
006 Ivory/Camel
007 Pearl/Airforce Blue
Signoria’s throw is inspired by the trends of fashion
and creates the ideal accessory. A smooth throw,
Dolomiti is made with wool and cashmere. You can
choose among four different double-faced colors.

Available in 38 colors.
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TRENTINO
130x180, 100% cashmere
001 Ivory
002 Beige
003 Grey
The Trentino throw is made of pure 100% cashmere
and finished with fringes on both ends. By wrapping
yourself in this cashmere, you can perceive all
the characteristics of this precious raw material:
lightness, softness and warmth.

PRINTS

The Trentino throw takes you into the world of real
luxury, the one that Signoria pursues with its own
creations. Made in Italy.

ALPI
130x180, 80% wool 20% cashmere
001 Flax
002 Pearl
003 Lead grey
The herringbone pattern of the Alpi throw is
extremely elegant and makes it suitable for every
space of your house: on your bed or on your sofa
to warm you up during the cold seasons, or just
to decorate the room. Alpi is made of wool and
cashmere: these precious fibers give the throw a
softness and warmth making it a practical product
to use.
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The “Sweet Juliet” rose was born in England and
owes its name to the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet,
the most famous love story in the world. The
Giulietta collection draws inspiration from this
rose which releases energy and positivity thanks to
the warm tones of its colors. Thanks to traditional
printing techniques, the flowers are very realistic
and seem to spread their famous fresh and intense
fragrance.
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GIULIETTA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Natural
002 Thistle
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The orchid flower has a special charm and a unique
beauty. It is renowned for being aesthetically perfect:
since antiquity it has symbolized refinement,
elegance, beauty but also love. With the Gaiole
collection, Signoria enhances this beautiful flower
that gracefully decorates a precious Egyptian cotton
sateen.
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GAIOLE
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Ivory
002 Wilton Blue
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The Dahlia flower is enchanting for its colorful
and nuanced petals. In the language of flowers
it expresses gratitude as well as admiration and
femininity. The Giorgina collection is made of soft
and shiny Egyptian cotton sateen to exalt all the
elegance of its flowers.
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GIORGINA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Natural
002 Red

The flower of Calla also called Giglio del Nilo
commonly represents candor and purity. Greek
mythology also speaks of this flower: it is said that
the first Calla is germinated by the goddess Hera,
the patron saint of marriage. Signoria has taken
the beauty of this flower and has enhanced it with
precious Egyptian cotton sateen fabric. The line
is also presented with colored backgrounds that
highlight even more the whiteness of the flowers.

KALOS
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Ivory
002 Mauve
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The Tulip has always been one of the most loved
flowers in the world for the simplicity of its shapes
and for the innumerable and colorful blooms.
Signoria proposes this collection in two bright tones
that will give energy to your home. The print is made
on a very soft cotton sateen of the highest quality.
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TULIPANO
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Red
002 Lilac

The meaning of this beautiful flower, whose white
and perfumed petals rest on the bright green leaves,
is joy, purity and sincerity. Signoria wanted to
enhance the refinement of these beautiful white
flowers of Gardenia by placing them on colored
backgrounds. The luster and softness of cotton
sateen give even more elegance to this flower that
recalls tradition but with a touch of modernity.

GARDENIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Ivory
002 Silver Moon
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Refinement and elegance are the defining
elements of this design: the sinuous movement
of the Magnolia’s branches and its marvelous
flowers embellish the fabric, much in the same way
Magnolias embellish the most beautiful Italian
gardens. Once again, respect for nature’s beauty is
a winner. The design was realized with four colors
ranging from more subtle tones to starker contrasts.
The 300 TC sateen fabric with its brightness
and softness further enhances the uniqueness
of this collection.
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SANREMO

ORTENSIA

ZAGARA

ALICUDI

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 White
002 Ivory
003 Khaki
004 Wilton blue

002 Pink

001 White
002 Pearl

002 Mauve

Hydrangea is a flower with Asian origins but
the powerful colors of its petals are very popular
worldwide. The elegance of this flower, printed on
our soft cotton sateen 300 TC, is an explosion
of color and freshness.

The blossom is the flower of citrus fruits, whose
etymology goes back to the word glory. Besides the
beauty of its shape, this flower has a fragrance that
envelops you. In the line Zagara we find all these
wonderful feelings.

Alicudi is a tribute to the beauty and energy of
spring, the season of the extreme beauty of nature.
The flowering trees of this collection will bring this
vivacious atmosphere into your home.
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PESCO
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 White
002 Pearl
Is it possible to find something more beautiful than
the awakening of nature? This line replicates the
freshness and the energy of the wonderful Spring
season. The peach flower means joy and it is linked
to the concept of rebirth and prosperity.

ROSA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Red
002 Pink

Gracefulness and romanticism find their ultimate
expression in the Alassio collection. The charm
of these buttercup flowers is often associated with
a melancholic yet enchanting beauty. The petals
are enlightened by the sun and the stem’s movement
is sinuous and magnetic. The traditional printing
and the soft and bright cotton sateen make the
flowers harmoniously dance on the fabric decorating
in a unique way your bedroom.
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ALASSIO
Printed Sateen 300 TC

The design and the movement of this pattern
immediately reminds you of just how beautiful the
rose truly is. This romantic flower communicates
vulnerability and strength at the same time making
this line suitable for both modern and classic
environment.

001 Pink
002 Blue
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LIPARI
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 White
002 Pearl
These flowers of “wild garlic” give the sensation
of living in a corner of real nature. The small
flowers makes this collection very delicate
and sophisticated.

SICILIA
Printed Percale 200 TC
002 Red
Bright splashes of sun-drenched color on ivory
percale ground. This simple, yet elegant print takes
one back to warm summers on the beaches of Sicily.
The beauty and explosiveness of the camelia’s
flowers are represented with mastery in this cotton
sateen collection crafted with traditional printing
to exalt the brightness and the three-dimensional
aspect of the design. The flowers seem real and
the petals’ plumpness contrast with the graceful
branches’ movements. The Camelia’s flower
represents the resolve to deal with any sacrifice for
love and it’s the meaning of such popular wisdom
that has guided the creation of this delicate and
romantic, yet strong collection.
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CAMELIA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Ivory
002 Khaki
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AZALEA

BACCARAT

PANAREA

ZAFFERANO

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Red

002 Red

003 Espresso

This colorful flower, symbol of femininity,
is perhaps the one that best represents positivity
and temperament.

A floral print on sateen 300 TC, a classic of Signoria.
The theme is a fine rose, where every chromatic
nuance is exalted up to its velvet petals.

001 Fuxia
003 Brown
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The design of Panarea makes any environment
elegant and sophisticated thanks to the shades
of color that give realism to the flowers.

The saffron flowers appear to have been brought by
the wind and laid on this extremely soft sateen fabric.
With a simple touch of this fabric, one perceives the
freshness and lightness of a blossoming field.
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MADDALENA
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Cherry
The beauty and explosiveness of the Dahlia flower
enriches the living space with great elegance.
The particular printing process together with
the precious sateen 300 TC enhances the threedimensional effect of the flower.

WISTERIA
Printed sateen 300 TC
001 Violet
002 Pearl
Friendship, in the East, is the sign of this fragrant
flower. Signoria once again moves the beauty
of nature onto luxury linens, creating a design
characterized by freshness that is enhanced by
the quality of the 300 TC cotton sateen.
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DULCINEA

PANTELLERIA

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Ivory/Fuxia
002 Ivory/Rust

001 Fuxia
002 Lilac

The drawing is inspired by the subtleness
of bindweed flowers rising from its branches,
creating a beautiful shadow effect upon the ground,
giving to the design lightness and character.

This collection is an homage to the iris flower,
icon of our wonderful land of Chianti. The elegant
print gives freshness and a unique style to the
surrounding environment.
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The paintings of Mark Rothko are the inspiration
for this collection: the painter is known for his brush
strokes which fill up rectangles raising them to
a metaphysical dimension.

GOUACHE
Printed Sateen 300 TC
001 Taupe
002 Blue
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VIETRI

SORRENTO

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Percale 200 TC

001 Flax

020/346 White/Lead Grey
020/335 White/Midnight Blue
025/088 Ivory/Espresso

Vietri is inspired by the drawings on the ceramics
produced in South Italy, most notably in the city
of Vietri.

A simple and clean geometric print on percale
that reminds one of the geometry of sixties. This
collection can stand on its own or be coordinated
with several of our classics.
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JACQUARDS

ASTER

ONDA

Printed Sateen 300 TC

Printed Sateen 300 TC

001 Violet
003 Brown

001 Natural
002 Blue

The shapes of these flowers recall the stars in the sky.
This printed sateen 300 TC easily adapts to either
a young or more modern environment.

The soft and sinuous movement of the waves is the
inspiration of this printed collection which brings
to mind contemporary paintings. It is presented on
Sateen 300 TC in natural and blue-grey tones that
coordinate well with many of Signoria colors.
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The sinuous and soft lines of the Erice collection
form an extremely elegant and luxurious diamond
pattern that furnishes the bedroom with a very
refined taste. The different shades of color of this
yarn dyed jacquard line add further richness to the
design.
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ERICE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Beige
002 Grey
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This rich design brings our imagination to the
celestial bodies- the sun and the stars that have
always inspired poets and artists. It’s as if you are
viewing the starry mantle through the crown
of a tree.
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MATERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Gold (cover)
002 Grey

The Belvedere collection is inspired by the
San Leucio silk-making tradition in Caserta
where the Belvedere Palazzo was located, near
the renowned Reggia di Caserta. This is where
the ancient mills were born and where artifacts
in jacquard silk were created. These precious
masterpieces are today safeguarded in the most
prestigious places in the world. The elegant
classicism of the design is enhanced by the
500 TC yarn dyed Jacquard made of refined
Egyptian cotton.

BELVEDERE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Beige
002 Blue
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Victory is the meaning of the Palm tree. Its hard
yet delicate shape evokes ancient worlds but at
the same time it is becoming a refined piece of
furniture of modern days. The weaving of the
branches on this yarn-dyed jacquard fabric is very
precise and the interplay of the threads in the warp
elegantly highlight the veins of the leaves. This
line is well suited to classic but also contemporary
environments.
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ARONA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Beige
002 Wilton Blue

The movement of Sirmione’s design is inspired by
elements of the Baroque style that decorated the rich
residences of the noble families of the past. The motif
is a great classic but lightened in a modern style to
make it elegant for any environment. This fabric is
made with high quality Egyptian cotton yarns.

SIRMIONE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Coffee
002 Wilton Blue
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This classic ornamental motif brings us back to the
glories of Middle Eastern architecture, to the times
when the Middle East influenced European culture
and subsequently the whole world. Signoria presents
this motif in a modern interpretation and the result
is a beautiful fabric where the sateen gloss frames
a mélange effect of the textures. The geometry of
this yarn-dyed jacquard collection fits well with
sophisticated and contemporary environments.
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BELLAGIO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001/Grey
002/Coffee

The Torcello collection comes from the research
for timeless aesthetics: the design seems to dissolve
into the background, and the intersection of the
colored weft with the warp makes the collection a
masterpiece. The result is a luxurious silky fabric that
decorates the environment with refined elegance.

TORCELLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Beige
002 Pale Blue
003 Gold
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The Acanto leaf has always been a source of artistic
inspiration: from the depictions on the Corinthian
capitals to the ancient ornaments on masters’
garments. In the Acanto collection, this plant’s
leaves are woven with mastery together with flowers
that soften its appearance. The motif ’s harmony is
embellished by the 500 TC yarn dyed Jacquard that
makes this collection perfect for those who love to
have character in their home.
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ACANTO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Grey
002 Blue

The Roseto collection reinterprets the classic
rose motif with a contemporary style.
Thanks to its classic and modern blend, this
collection coordinates with any type of décor.
The brightness and preciousness of the yarn-dyed
jacquard 500 TC, entirely woven in Italy, embellish
the product allowing this line to be a very elegant
element of the décor.

ROSETO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Ivory
002 Flax
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AZULEJO

LIDO

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Khaki
002 Pale Blue

001 Ivory/Camelia
002 Flax/Wilton Blue

The inspiration of this design comes from the
Portuguese and Spanish azulejos, ancient decorated
ceramic tiles. The result is an elegant and fresh yarndyed jacquard 500 TC offered in two colors that
enhance the uniqueness of the pattern.

This simple and strong design is inspired by the
beautiful manufacturing of wrought iron gates for
the Italian villas of the 1900’s

This yarn-dyed jacquard 500 TC collection
is inspired by the beautiful illustrations found
on Amalfi Coast tiles. The softness of the movement
and the detailed shades adorning this fabric create
an elegance masterpiece.

RAVELLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Ivory
002 Grey
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FLORA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Ivory/Camelia

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
020/White
025/Ivory
The Flora line enhances the quality of our Egyptian
combed cotton yarn. In the Flora collection, the
classic movement of these spirals recalls decors from
the past, the splendor of old mansions with such
ornaments on their walls and sofas.

RIVIERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Flax
002 Pearl
Signoria offers the famous beauty of its flowers
on a yarn-dyed jacquard fabric. The Calla flower,
which means “purity”, is very elegant and its
sinuous movement makes this pattern suitable for
sophisticated environments.

Three-dimensional design inspired by quintessential
Italian wallpaper. The two different colors in the weft
give a three-dimensional effect to the fabric.

CAPRERA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 White/Flax
002 Wilton Blue/Caramel
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DUCALE
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
002 Grey
This collection’s fabric evokes the opulence of
13th century Venice, as the city experimented
with avant-garde techniques to decorate the Canal
Grande Palazzi. The Venetian “stucco” effect in the
background epitomizes the decorum of the time.

APOLLO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 Grey
002 Flax

MONTECRISTO

ASINARA

CERBOLI

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

002 Wilton Blue/Ivory

001 Flax/Mastic

002 Flax/Ivory

The Empire style is the inspiration of this unique
collection. This motif, reproduced on a yarn-dyed
Jacquard, wants to bring luxury and elegance to
the environment.

The preciousness of jacquard fabric is enhanced
by a design with elegant scrolls. The fabric is a
500 TC yarn-dyed Jacquard made by different
colors in the weft that contributes a particular
shiny look to the fabric.

This line reproduces the leaf of a Fern on
a yarn-dyed jacquard fabric. The spiral movement
brings elegance and freshness making this collection
suitable for both classic and modern environments.
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The masterful spirals of this design, lend elegance
and sophistication to the fabric. Thanks to the play of
the yarns’ colors with the bright opaqueness typical
of yarn-dyed jacquards, the spirals appear to dance
on the silky fabric. A timeless motif, which attributes
great elegance to the surrounding décor.
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The design of this Jacquard reminds one
of an ancient fabric that has adorned a luxurious
environment and still maintains all its charm
with a shabby chic look.
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ORIENTE

SPARGI

GIGLIO

VILLA

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

001 Wilton Blue
002 Grey

001 Wilton Blue/Camelia
002 Flax/Black

001 Mauve
002 Silver Moon

001 White/Coffee
002 White/Wilton Blue

This line of jacquard recalls the glamour and the
stylistic research of the world of prêt à porter.
The effect is one of a lace laid down on a sateen
fabric as in an elegant evening dress.

This drawing, realized on a yarn-dyed jacquard
fabric, gives to an environment the sensation of
classic beauty. At the same time the different shades
of color in the frieze make the look softer, creating
an atmosphere of understated elegance.

The soothing movement appears through the
surface of this yarn-dyed jacquard 500 TC. Villa
is a perfect collection to compliment or create
a relaxing and elegant space.
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The geometry of Zen gardens is the inspiration for
the Mikado collection by Signoria, characterized by
the balance of the timeless elegance of a stripe and
the sophistication of the high thread count sateen.

MIKADO
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 600 TC
001 Espresso/Midnight Blue
002 Black/Butter
003 Caramel/Plum
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The preciousness of this jacquard represents the
excellence of Signoria’s collections. Leonardo is
made with a Jacquard 1000 TC that lends to the
fabric a unique brightness and an extremely silky
touch. The scroll design lends to the fabric elegance
and classic beauty.

LEONARDO
Piece-Dyed Jacquard 1000 TC
020 White
025 Ivory
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DESIGN

ESSENZA

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

020 White
025 Ivory

020 White
025 Ivory

Very sophisticated optical design obtained
with the shiny and opaque effect.

After a careful stylistic reinterpretation the spiral
design becomes very essential, perfect to decorate
both classical and contemporary surroundings.

PIANOSA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
001 White/Ivory
002 Ivory/Espresso
A sophisticated taste wherein the geometrics of the
contrasting colors glorify the yarn-dyed jacquard,
which is enriched by a chenille yarn in the weft.
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TENUTA
Yarn-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
020/White
025/Ivory
346/Lead Grey
Contemporary geometrics form this piece-dyed
jacquard 500 TC. The design comes from the play
of crisscrossing weaves and giving life to bright and
vanishing compositions.

CERBOLI PDJ

PALMARIA

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

020 White
025 Ivory

002 Ivory/Silver Sageù
003 Ivory/Pearl

The Cerboli line enhances the quality of our
Egyptian combed cotton yarn. In Cerboli collection,
the whirling of the fern leaves give rise to a light
dance, as if moved by the wind, in a play of elegance
and grace. In a particular contemporary style, the
leaves are drawn on a silky piece dyed jacquard,
making the line ideal for both classic and modern
decors.

This simple and strong design is inspired by the
beautiful manufacturing of wrought iron gates for
the Italian villas of the 1900’s.
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SCIARA PDJ
Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC
025 Ivory

These jacquard lines enhance the quality
of our Egyptian combed cotton yarn.
Our excellence in glorifying these fabrics are
distinctive characteristics of these high-end lines
and the result is a full fabric yet soft and silky.

EDERA, CORTE
APOLLO PDJ
Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

CLASSIC PDJ
Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

BARGELLO,
CORTINA PDJ

020 White
228 Fuxia

Piece-Dyed Jacquard 500 TC

020 White
025 Ivory

020 White
025 Ivory

These jacquard lines enhance the quality
of our Egyptian combed cotton yarn.
Our excellence in glorifying these fabrics are
distinctive characteristics of these high-end lines
and the result is a full fabric yet soft and silky.
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VINTAGE

The Vintage collection continues the Signoria desire
to offer customers a taste of Italian living albeit with
a worn, vintage look reminiscent of fine old world linens
handed down from a bygone era. Designed and hand
produced in Tuscany, Italy, employing modern dyeing
and renown Italian finishing techniques to obtain
a vintage textured look and a very soft feel.
This collection combines contemporary living
with the traditional style of lace in this Vintage
collection. The special garment dyeing process gives
uniqueness to every single piece, and, combined
with unique Italian finishing techniques, results
in a vintage look with an extremely soft touch.
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VIOLA LACE
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed
Available in White, Charcoal, Amethyst,
Ivory, Silver Moon
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VIOLA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed
Available in White, Ivory, Amethyst,
Silver Moon, Charcoal
The Viola collection has been created with casual
living in mind. The special garment dyeing process
gives uniqueness to every single piece, and,
combined with unique Italian finishing techniques,
results in a vintage look with an extremely soft touch.

DONATELLA
100% linen
Available in different colors.
Donatella is a 100% linen fabric finished in a
timeless vintage look that will provide years of
sleeping comfort. The special diamond pattern
creates a beautiful three-dimensional effect.
Camilla collection rediscovers the ancient tradition
of Italian craftsmanship. The ancient bed linens are
created with a contemporary touch.

CAMILLA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed
Available in White, Charcoal, Amethyst,
Ivory, Silver Moon
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EMMA
Sateen 300 TC Garment-Dyed
001/352 White with Silver Moon piping
008/346 Silver Moon with Lead Grey piping
007/048 Ivory with Khaki piping
Emma is part of the Signoria Vintage collection,
which aims to offer its enthusiasts a touch of Italian
taste with a reference to the past. The line, in the
finest sateen quality, is garment-dyed and finished
with advanced techniques resulting in a particular
softness to the fabric. The matching color piping
further refines the collection.

ELISA
Coverlet and Decorative Pillowcase

Special textured fabric 100% cotton
Available in White, Charcoal, Amethyst,
Ivory, Silver Moon.
The Elisa coverlet completes the look for any
Vintage collection ensemble adding an elegant
touch of texture.

Olivia is a timeless coverlet that coordinates
with our “Vintage” bed linen collections.
The special diamond pattern creates a beautiful
three-dimensional effect.

OLIVIA
Coverlet and Decorative Pillowcase

Special textured fabric 100% cotton
Available in White, Charcoal, Amethyst,
Ivory, Silver Moon
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BATH & TABLE

Signoria Firenze, after more than 70 years of history,
is proud to offer an exclusive collection, custom made
to fit almost every desire with only the thought of treasuring
our Italian traditions in creating and manufacturing
top quality fabrics.

BATH COLLECTION
Signoria’s bath collection is the symbol of Italian craftsmanship.
The terry is made of 100% Makò Egyptian cotton woven with
twisted yarns that assures high absorbency and a very smooth touch.
Each piece is cut by our passionate workers and finished with
a handmade border in different styles and is adorned with elegant
embroideries or customized with logos and monograms.
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Experience the warm and soft embrace of our plush
bath collection. Only our finest linens are specially
selected to cater to your most personal preferences
and to convey an exclusive charm to your home.

TRILOGY

GIUDECCA

RETRÒ

Luxury Border

Elegance Border

Classic Border

600 gr Egyptian Combed Cotton terry available in 3 colors (White, Ivory and Silver Moon).
Embroideries can be made in a variety of colors and patterns.
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TRILOGY

SOFFIO

GIUDECCA

RETRÒ

Bathrobes are available in three colors of terry and in a variety of embroidery colors.
Available with hood or with shawl collar.
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TABLECLOTH COLLECTION
Signoria’s tablecloth collection presents many styles, fabrics, colors
and patterns: luxurious jacquards for the important occasions, simple
cotton for every day use, placemats with simple hemstitch or with more
elegant embroideries. Napkins and runners complete the collection.
Thanks to Signoria’s extensive expertise in customization each piece
can be personalized in terms of embroidery colors, sizes or monograms
and logos.

COLLINA

DÉCOR

100% linen

100% linen

Five embroidered lines in different widths.

Embroidery and hemstitch finishing.
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DUVETS & PILLOWS

Signoria’s duvets and pillows are born from the highest
quality raw materials. The best natural down and feathers
are carefully selected together with the best fabrics.
Signoria offers different models in terms of weight,
composition and style with the aim of finding the ideal
product to guarantee the best sleep experience.
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Contacts

Shows

Signoria Firenze
Wonder srl
Via di Lucciano – Area Ponterotto
50026 San Casciano Val di Pesa (Firenze)
Italy
Tel. +39 055 8294690
Fax. +39 055 8294714
Email: signoria@signoria.com

NY NOW
Showroom
230 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1905
New York, NY 10001

Flagship shop
abc carpet & home
888 Broadway (at 19th. Street)
New York, NY – 10003

Flagship shop
abc carpet & home
888 Broadway (at 19th. Street)
New York, NY – 10003
High Point Market
Market Square Building
Maison & Objet
Paris–Nord Villepinte
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www.signoria.com

